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1I a Special Study of the Pupils Three Years or More Over Age In
A Boston School District, Revealed by Applying Age-Grade Standards
In 1919, Massachusetts enacted a law requiring the examination
of all children three or more years retarded in school classes, and the
establishment of special classes for their instruction.
Chapter 7T., "Mentally Retarded Children
Section 46
The school committee of every town shall annually
ascertain, under regulations prescribed by the de-
partment and the commissioner of mental diseases,
the number of children three years or more retarded
in mental development in attendance upon its public
schools, or of school age and resident therein. At
the beginning of each school year, the committee of
every town where there are ten or more such children
shall establish special classes for their instruc-
tion according to their mental attainments, under
regulations prescribed by the department."
Boston prevents undue retardation by not allowing a pupil to
remain in a grade more than two years but, in spite of this, many
pupils for various causes ,become "three or more years retarded" and
still do not go into special classes. This is not in willful viola-
tion of the law, but because no adequate plan for discovering and
placing these retardants has been put into operation, and because
parents, in some instances, refuse to allow their children to enter
special classes even when they are three or more years mentally re-
tarded.
in the year 1926-^927, a simple study was made in a certain
Boston Elementary School District to discover some of the main dif-
ferences among the pupils and to provide a little better for their
physical and mental needs. Although this study was very limited in
scope, it proved well worth-while for it made possible a re-organi-
zation at the opening of the following school year that practically
eliminated from the regular grades all extreme cases of sub-normality
and provided valuable data for use in the study of borderline or doubtful
cases
.
m
2Since it was impossible to test all of the children of the dis-
trict to determine their mental ages, they were roughly classified
by their chronological ages, using the regulation "Admission, Dis-
charge, promotion" cards for the necessary data.
Since a pupil may enter the kindergarten in Boston as early as
4 years of age, and the first grade at 5 years, or 5-| years provided
he has not attended the kindergarten,
( Rules of the School Committee and Regulations of the
public Schools of the City of Boston - School Document No. 14,
1926.
Chapter XII, Section 182.
2. Children four years of age and upward may be
admitted in the order of application to those
kindergartens which are most convenient for them
to attend, and in which there are sufficient ac-
commodations; provided, that principals of dis-
tricts may, with the approval of the assistant
superintendent in charge, decline to admit child-
ren to kindergartens when the number in atten-
dance exceeds fifty. A record shall be kept of
all applicants thus refused.
5. No child who shall be less than five and one-
half years of age on September 1 of any year shall
be admitted to the first or higher grade during
that school year, except with the permission of
the assistant superintendent in charge, or after
the completion of a full year in a kindergarten;
and no child under seven years of age shall be
admitted to the first grade after November 1 in
any school year, except with the approval of the
assistant superintendent in charge. )
he may be considered as making normal progress if in the kindergarten
and not yet six years old; if in the first grade and not yet seven
years old; if in the second grade and not yet eight years old, and
so on. By this standard, if a child began school in the kindergar-
ten at the age of 4§ years and made normal progress he would be in
grade one by 5-| years; in grade three by 7-g, and in grade eight by
12*.
To be absolutely accurate and consistent, two age-grade dis-
tribution tables should be used in this study; one for the children
•
swho attend kindergarten before entering grade one, and another for those
who enter grade one directly from the home. Since relatively few en-
ter the kindergarten exactly at four years, however, there is usually
less than six months difference in the ages of 'the children who enter
the first grade as a result of admission restrictions. Therefore, for
the purposes of this study, the standard age for the kindergarten in-
cludes all pupilsfrom 4 years to 5 years and 5 months.
@n this basis the standard mental age for the different grades
in Boston would be as follows:
Standard Mental Age
Grade Year Month Year Month
Kg. 4 - to 5 - 5 or approx. 5 years
I 5- - 6 it 6 - 5 or approx. 6 years
II 6 - 6 11 7 - 5 or approx. 7 years
III 7 - 6 11 8 - 5 or approx. 8 years
IV 8 - 6 II 9 - 5 or approx. 9 years
V 9 - 6 11 10 - 5 or approx. 10 years
VI 10 - 6 11 11 - 5 or approx. 11 years
VII 11 - 6
11 12 - 5 or approx. 12 years
VIII 12 - 6 it 13 - 5 or approx. 13 years
IX 13 - 6 it 14 - 5 or approx. 14 years
Using this table as a basis
,
there was worked out a grade analy-
sis blank for each grade that indicated the standard mental age for the
grade, the over-ageness , and the under-ageness . When filled out, this
showed at a glance the relative standing of each class, when the pupils
were distributed according to their chronological ages. This blank was
called "Grade Analysis - Form I". A sample blank made out for grade IX
will be found on page 4.
m
4GRADE ANALYSIS - Form I
District
School Grade IX Room Teacher
Pupils
3 years under age Approx. 11 years
2 years under age " 12 "
1 year under age " 13 "
Standard Mental Age (13 yrs. 6 mo. to 14 yrs . 5 mo)
1 year over age Approx. 15 years
2 years over age 16 years
3 years over age 17 years
Total
(Estimate age as of January 1.
)
Directions to Teachers
1. Before "School", put in the name of your building.
2. Fill in your room number and your initials.
3. On "Form II" record data concerning the children who are tv/o
years or more under age, and of those who are tv/o years or more
over age. Also, record data concerning those pupils within the
mental age limits set for your grade, who may be doing very in-
ferior work or very superior work, or who may be extreme cases -
truants, law-breakers, disciplinary cases, etc.
4. The physical records of all pupils will be made on a separate sheet
by the school physician and the school nurse.
Principal

5For the purpose of securing data concerning children who were
two years or more over age or two years or more under age, and also
of those pupils within the mental age limits set for any grade who
might be doing very superior or very inferior work, or who might be
extreme cases - truants, law-breakers, disciplinary cases, etc., there
was worked out a second form entitled- "History - Form II" on which
could be recorded somewhat in detail the history of each case. (See
page 6.
)
The gathering of data concerning these retarded pupils neces-
sitated considerable study by the teachers of each pupil's home en-
vironment and social background, as .well as a rather careful analysis
of his life and work in school. In addition to information in regard
to his age, years in school, number of years retarded, record of ill-
nesses, etc., the teacher was asked to give her estimate of his con-
duct, effort, quality of work, general intelligence, reliability, and
mental balance.
The results of these investigations were especially illuminating
and beneficial to the teachers and materially modified their opinions
with respect to the abilities and conduct of many of the pupils in
their classes.
After Form I (p. 4) had been filled out by each teacher, grade
totals were compiled and an age-grade distribution made of the 1726
pupils in the district. This table, called "Table I - Age-Grade Dis-
tribution" is found on page 8 . This table shows the grade totals
for the District as they actually were, under "Foot Totals"; and as
they should be, if all pupils were normal (under "Totals") in the right-
hand column.
The figures in red opposite each grade indicate the number of
•
HISTORY - Form II
District
Name School Grade Room
1. Age, Jan. 1, 1927 Years Months
2. Number of years in school
3. Number of years over age: Number of years under age:
4. Grade this child should normally be in:
5. Record of illnesses:
6. Nationality of father: Mother
:
7. Occupation that supports family
8. Data regarding brothers and sisters, (Record on back of this sheet)
9. Status of child in home: Living with parents ( ); Living with rela-
tives ( ); State Ward ( ); Give helpful information on back of this
sheet
.
10. Remarks: a. Summer School ( ) ; Repeated Grade? ( }
TEACHER 1 S ESTIMATE OF CHILD
A B C D E
1. Conduct (A - Very superior ) : •
2. Effort (B - Superior)
Regularity of Attendance (C - Average)
4. punctuality of Attendance (D - inferior)
5. Quality of work (E - Very inferior)
6. General Intelligence
7. Reliaoility
8. School Spirit
9. Social Adaptability
10. Mental Balance •
RECORD OF TESTS
1. intelligence test (
2
.
spelling (
3. Arithmetic C
4.
INTELLIGENCE AND ACHIEVEMENT
)
I
February, 1927.

7children of standard mental age in the different grades. Since only-
children who varied more than one year from the standard mental age
for the grade were studied, the 30-called normal children (those
within one year of the standard age) are "boxed", to distinguish them
from the extreme cases.
By studying the distribution in this table it will be seen that,
exclusive of the kindergarten, the variation in the chronological ages
of the pupils in every grade is from 4 to 8 years. The greatest vari-
ation is in grade VI where, at one extreme, there is a pupil of six-
teen years, and at the other extreme, a pupil of nine years. Under
normal conditions, the older pupil in this grade would be a second year
student in high school, and the younger, still in grade four.
Table II (p. 8 ) is a summary of Table I. This table shows that
only two pupils in the District were two or more years under age,
whereas 196 pupils, or about 11.3%, were two or more years over age.
Since 50 of these pupils were three or more years over age, they were
selected for special study. Forty-five were examined individually by
intelligence tests in order to determine their mental ability, after
which they were given careful consideration in grade assignments based
on' social adjustment as well as mental calibre.
iQ
8TABLE I
Age-Grade Distribution
Age as of January 1 : Ke. } Gr. :Gr. :
I II
Gr.
:
III
Gr. :
IV
Gr.
V
Gr.
VI
Gfi.
VII
Gr. i
VIII
Total
4 yr. mo. - 5 yr. 5 mo. Kg
i
27 156
ft VT» - it 6 " 5 tt I 9 12 199
O yi • p. u 1 5 tt 42 121
——
—
10 173
/ yx . C.D it 5
u
III
-m —
7 64 9 1 170
o yr. D 1 Q "9 O 11 IV 1 -L J_ 95 96 20 i 224
9 yr. aD it inn±U II V 19 67 19 197
D it 11" ft It VI 4 19 55 12 163
11 6 it 12" 5
II
VII 25 55 3 146
12 " 6 tt 13" 5 It vrii 3 11 25 5 6 158
13 " 6 tt 14" 5
II
IX 3 8 25 69 105
14 " 6 it 15*' 5 II "V"A lo
15 " 6 it 16" 5 ; xi 1 1 10 12
16 " 6 tt 17" 5
tl IXQ 1 1
Foot Totals 1
1
138 255 |208 217 194 20'7185 161 161 1726
TABLE II
Summary of Under-Ageness and Over-Ageness
2 years under age 1 1 2
1 year under age 27 12 10 9 20 19 12 3 112
STANDARD AGE j- *j *j
1 year over age 9 42 64 95 67 55 5 6 56 69 513
2 years over age 7 11 19 19 25 25 25 15 146
3 years over age 1 4 11 8 5 10 39
4 years over age 3 3 2 1 1 10
5 years over age
—
i
\
1 1
r
9The examinations were made by Mr. Arthur Kallom, Department
of investigation and Measurement, and by Miss Catherine Coveney,
Assistant to Miss Pitts, Director of Special Glasses, both of the
public School System, Boston. A brief summary of the results of the
examination of these pupils follows:
1 six year old boy was rated as a mental defective.
1 fourteen year old girl had such low mental power that
exclusion from school was recommended. This girl had a
M. A. of 7.2 and an almost negligible I. Q. , and was
referred to the Judge Baker Foundation for examination.
She was found to be an institutional case. In her
case it was also suggested that she be given a metabolism-
test "to see if thyroid treatment would be of any help.
1 sixteen and a half year old girl in grade VI with a
mental age of 9.5 and an I. Q. of 57 was referred to
our vocational counselor to see if something could be
done in trade school.
1 sixteen year old girl (15.8) with a mental age of eleven
and an I. Q. of 70 was referred to the vocational coun-
selor for guidance. This girl is a City Vv'ard and a be-
havior problem. She has since been taken from her foster
home and placed in Chard on Street Home.
1 girl, fourteen years, four months old, mth M. A. 9.1
and an I. Q. of 65 was adjudged incapable of going beyond
grade VI, except in vocational work, and was referred to
the vocational counselor for guidance.
4 boys of about eleven years were recommended for the
special class group.
1 boy of ten years v/as adjudged a psychopathic case and a
conference with the parents was recommended. This boy
has since been placed in a special class.
1 boy of nearly 12, with a mental age of T. 10 and an I. Q.
of 88 is an interesting case. He has a much over-sized
head and a short, under-sized body and legs. His fingers
are so short and stubby that he has difficulty in holding
pen or pencil — probably a case of Hydrocephalus. In
spite of his physical handicap, he does good hand-work and
head work. He probably will remain in grade for the
present. Recently he was taken to the Eye and Ear In-
firmary to have his eyes examined, as the school nurse
found his vision somewhat defective.
c
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Of the thirty-four others, twenty-3ix were recommended for special
class instruction. Two were considered too young mentally to profit
by any formal instruction. Two apparently had reached the limit of
their learning ability and were considered institutional cases; three
were considered so nearly normal that no need of change from the regu-
lar grade work was found; and one boy of 16 with a M. A. of 12 and an
I. Q. of TF6 was recommended for industrial work as he probably would
not profit by further academic instruction.
Among these 45 children there were seven who seemed to be
neither ordinary special class material nor institutional cases.
They included some of the older pupils, a few of whom were behavior
problems; two were mentally retarded but because of deformity could
not easily go to the special class center where they ordinarily would
have been placed; two were not up to grade, yet seemed normal, but ap-
parently needed special attention to overcome poor study habits and
to arouse interest and ambition in school work.
a conference was held with the Director of Special Classes of the
City in regard to the best disposition of these cases and an "adjust-
ment" class was recommended. The purpose of this class would be to
get the pupils into a right working spirit and gradually to work them
back into their normal places among their fellows.
As a result of the survey and of the examinations, one special
class has been established in the district. When room can be found
the "adjustment" class for some of the older misfits will be opened,
provided favorable action is taken on our application. The data that
were collected last year are being used in follow-up work during the
present year and added information is being recorded in order to keep
fully informed in regard to any possible misfits in the grades.
r
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"hen the teachers were able to see the district as a whole in
its relation to subnormality, they appreciated more the reasonable-
ness of a survey or canvass to discover unusual cases.
The necessity of analyzing their own classes and of studying
somewhat into the background of their children revealed much valu-
able information and in some instances modified their former view-
points as to causes of delinquencies, failures, etc.
The differences in ages, chronological and mental, in children
in the same class became a problem for study. The teachers saw that
age alone is not to be depended upon as a basis for grading pupils.
rerhaps the most valuable result was getting the teachers to
realize better the wide ranges of intelligence in every class and
the impossibility of demanding the same output from every child.
The discovery of such wide chronological and mental age dif-
ferences among the children in the district led to a more careful
consideration of grade standards necessary to meet the varying needs
of the pupils, and to a study of the pupils' progress from month to
month, based on the teachers' estimates of the pupils' abilities,
to see if an undue proportion of pupils were meeting with failure.
The study which follows deals entirely with recorded marks of
pupils in the seventh and eighth grades, v/here the work was depart-
mentalized and where each class haef from five to eight different
teachers during the week.
MM
\ *
t
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II A Study of Teachers' Estimates of Pupils' Abilities in a
Seventh Grade Based on About 2,000 Teachers' Marks
A preliminary study of the seventh and eighth grade marks for
the two months' period, September and October, seemed to indicate that
there were wider variations in standards among the teachers than were
warranted, even when taking into consideration the dL fference in sub-
jects taught, the individual differences among the pupils, and the
differences among the teachers themselves. Since these were the first
reports, however, no detailed analysis was made of these marks, but
those of the next period were carefully studied.
At that time the comparisons of marks (on a scale of A, B, C,
D, E*-) were so made that no teacher should know how her rating stood
with reference to the others. At the same time the marked differences
that appeared were shown graphically and by per cents. At this time
there was considerable discussion of marks in general and the danger
of becoming a slave to the marking system. A number of paragraphs per-
tinent to the subject were read from books on education and the normal
curve of distribution explained. The suggested distribution of A B C
D and E's as contained in Boston Public School Document No. 3, 1925
follows herewith — A 5% - 15% D - 5% - 10%
B 25% - 35% E - 5% - 10%
C 40% - 50%
gradations
These/ were brought to the attention of the teachers again and a request
made that careful consideration be given the next period's marks in or-
der to approach a little nearer a uniform standard. The differences were
Note - A - 90-100$, inclusive
B — 75— 89/Q
,
C - 60- 74%'
D - 50- 59%,
E - 0- 49%,
D and E in this dismission are considered as fa lure marks.
r
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discussed throughout in an impersonal way, the object being to show
that too wide variations of standards existed, and that certain
children were being favored perhaps by leniency, others by undue
severity.
In order to see whether the study of the November-December marks
would have any effect on the teachers' future estimates of pupils 1
rankings, a similar study of the January-February marks were made
but with this difference: every teacher's marks were known and shown.
The marks of the foll<owing subjects were considered:
English, including composition, dictation, literature, and
grammar
Mathematics
Geography
ilistory
Science
Penmanship
Drawing
Music
Spanish
By means of tables and graphs there were shown for each subject:
First: (See pp. 14-20 )
1. The number of A's, B's, C's, D f s, and E's given in each class
2. The per cent of A's, B's, C's, D's, and E's for the grade.
3. The total number passing in each class.
4. The total number failing in each class.
5. The per cent failing in each class.
6. The per cent pasang in the grade.
7. The per cent failing in the grade.
Second: (See pp.21-22 )
1. A table showing the variations in the marks of five subjects,
in each of the different classes.
Note: By "class" is meant the number of pupils in a division.
By "Grade* 1 is meant the total number of pupils in the several
classes of the same kind. Thus the five classes of the Tth grade
total 156 pupils.)
rC
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2. The greatest differences, expressed in per cents, in each
class, and the percents of variation.
Third: (See page 23)
1. A table showing four subjects taught "by each teacher, dis-
tributed as equitably as possible among the classes, with the
number of D's and E's given by each teacher.
The following tables are concerned only with the marks of the
five seventh grade classes. These are illustrative and will serve to
explain the method and purpose of the analysis. The starred divisions
are language classes and rank uniformly higher in general intelligence
than the other divisions.
#7A - Language division, 32 pupils
7B - Commercial division, 33 pupils
7C - " 11 32 "
*7D - Language " 30 "
7E - Commercial 11 29
Total 156 "
Table of English Marks - Grade 7
January- February Marks 1928
Class A 1 s B's C's D's E's Total massing Failing
*7A 7 9 13 2 1 32 *7A - 29 3 - 9%
7B 4 10 11 6 2 33 7B - 25 8 - 24%
7C 7 4 10 4 7 32 7C - 21 11 - 33%
*7D 1 9 14 5 1 30 *7D - 24 6 - 20%
7E 1 8 17 3 29 7E - 9 20 - 68%
19 33 56 34 14 156 108 48
Grade Totals
19 A's - 124% 34 D's - 214%
33 B's - 21 % 14 E's - 9 %
56 C's - 36 %
Approximately 70% passing; 30% failing.
fI
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hii examination of the table of English marks shows:
-*7A has 3 failure marks - 9% of the class
7B has 8 failure marks - 24% of the class
7C has 11 failure marks - 33$ of the class
*-7D has 6 failure marks - 20% of the class
' 7E has 20 failure marks - 68% of the class
Immediately the three failure marks in 7a and the tv/enty failure
marks in 7E draw the attention and demand explanation^
This table also shows 7A's and 9 B's in class 7A and
A's "IB in class 7E; a ratio of 16 to 1.
What is the trouble?
Table of Mathematics Marks - Grade 7
January-February Marks 1928
Class a' s B's C's D's E's Total fas s ing Failing
*7A 1 17 12 2 32 30 2 — 6"^"%
7B 4 5 15 3 6 33 24 9 - 27%
7C 2 6 13 6 5 32 21 11 - 33%
-*7D 5 6 15 1 3 30 26 4 - 13%
7E 2 5 13 5 5 28 18 10 - 36%
14 37 68 17 19 155 119 36
Grade Totals
14 Ai s - 9% 17 D's - 11%
37 B's - 24% 19 E's - 12%
68 C's - 44%
Approximately 77 passing; 23% failing
An examination of the Mathematics marks above shows but two failure
marks in 7A and 11 failure marks in 7C, a difference of 9, or 27%, This
would seem extreme but the other two commercial divisions have prac-
tically the same number of failures, showing the apparent superiority
of the picked pupils over the commercial groups.
<c
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Table of Geography Marks - Grade 7
January-February Marks 1928
Class A's B's C's D's E's Total massing Failing
*7A 2 12 9 9 32 14 18 - 56$
7B 3 14 9 6 1 33 26 7 - 21%
7C 3 9 15 3 2 32 27 5 - 15%
#7D 2 9 13 7 31 11 20 - 66%
7E 7 9 6 4 2 28 22 6 - 21%
13 36 51 35 21 156 100 56
Grade Totals
13 A's - 8% 35 D's - 23%
36 B's - 23$ 21 E's - 13%
51 C's - 35%
Approximately 64% passing; 36% failing
In the geography marks there are noticeable differences:
-*7A, a language division, has 18 failures.
7B, a commercial division, has 7 failures,
7C, a commercial division, has 5 failures.
-»-7D, a language division, has 20 failures.
7E, a commercial division, has 6 failures.
The two classes of supposedly superior pupils, 7a and 7D, have
a total of 38 failures, whereas the three commercial divisions have
a total of only 18 failures. Evidently the standards are too high
in 7A and 7D, or the class is not giving its best efforts to the work.
The problem here is to find the cause of the tremendous variations.
Table of History Marks - Grade 7
January-February Marks 1928
Class A's B's C's D's E's Total rassing Failing
-*7A 2 12 14 4 32 28 4 - 12&
7B 5 9 12 6 1 33 26 7 - 21 %
7C 6 11 15 1 33 32 1 - 3 %
*7D 3 10 12 6 31 25 6 - 20 %
7E 5 6 10 6 1 28 21 7 - 25 %
21 48 63 23 2 157 132 25
r
17
Grade Totals
21 A's - 13+% 23 D's - 15-jg
48 B's - 31 % 2 E's -
63 C • s - 40%
Approximately 84% passing; 16% failing
In history, 7C has only one failure contrasted with seven fail-
ures in both 7B and 7E. Compared with English and Geography, however,
the total number of failures is low.
After the marks of the major subjects had been analyzed, certain
of the minor subjects were studied, the marks for these subjects are
especially interesting because, except in the case of penmanship,
one teacher takes a minor subject with all seventh grades. For ex-
ample, Miss Brownell teaches drawing in all five divisions; Miss
Blume teaches all of the music; and Miss Ross teaches all of the
science.
If the ideals and standards of these three teachers are anywhere
near alike, the marks ought to be somewhat uniform. A study of the
tables, however, shows variations almost as pronounced as in the major
subjects
.
Table of Drawing Marks - Grade 7
January-February Marks 1928
Class A's B's C's B's E's Total massing Failing
*7A 4 17 8 3 32 29 3 - 11%
7B 5 16 13 34 34
7C 4 22 6 32 32
#7D 7 15 9 31 31
7E 3 14 11 28 28
23_
_^__84^ 47 3 157 154 3
107
Grade Totslis
23 A's - 15% 3 D's - 2%
84B's - 534% E's -
47 C's - 30%
-approximately 98% passing; 2% failing

IS
Miss Brownell in drawing passes all but three of her 157 child-
ren. Miss Blume, the music teacher, gives passing grade to only 108
of these same children. ( See pp .17-38) One teacher fails 3% of her class;
the other teacher fails 314%. One teacher gives 107 A's and B's; the
other 54 A 1 s and B's. (See pp. 17-18)
Here are two subjects, drawing and music, cultural in nature,
taught by two different teachers who have two different attitudes
towards the marking system, and apprently two entirely different methods
of approach. The two personalities are as different as the extremes in
the classes they teach. Nevertheless each teacher is conscientious,
honest, painstaking, capable, loyal. Will it be possible to reconcile
the two attitudes of mind or viewpoints and find a common ground of
agreement? Certainly there can be no justification for such tremendous
variations as appear in these two subjects.
Table of Music Marks - Grade 7
January-February Marks 1928
Class A's B's C's D»s E's Total massing Failing
*7A 8 11 9 4 32 28 4 - 124%
7B 1 8 7 10 7 33 16 17 - 51 %
7C 1 2 14 9 6 32 17 15 - 47 %
*7D 5 10 10 6 31 25 6 - 20 %
7E
__2_ _6_ _14 J7_ _0_ 29 22 7 - 24 %
54 36 13 157 108 49
Grade Totals
17 A's - 11-% 36 D«s - 224%
37 B's - 234% 13 E's - 9 %
54 C's - 344%
Approximately 69-% passing; 31% failing
r
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Table of Science Marks - Grade 7
J a nuary-February
Class A's B's C»s D's E's Total Passing Failing
*7A 2 12 18 32 32
7B 2 7 25 34 34
7C 7 25 32 32
*7D 4 15 11 la 31 30 1 - 34$
7E 3 12 13 1 29 28 1 - 34$
11 53 92 2 158 156 2
Grade Totals
11 A's - 7fo D's - 0%
53 B's - 34$ 2 E's - lj%
92 C's - 58$
Approximately 98^% passing; l^fo failing
The teacher of science, Miss Ross, passes all but two of her
pupils, evidently reasoning along the same lines as the teacher of
drawing. (See p. 17 )
Table of Penmanship Marks - Grade 7
(In penmanship each teacher has her own class.)
January-February Marks 1928
Class A's B's C's D's Ji ' s Total rassing Failing
*7A 3 13 15 1 32 31 1 - 3°/
7B 5 18 8 3 34 31 3 - 9%
7C 15 15 1 1 32 30 2 - 6%
*7D 5 12 7 7 31 17 14 - 45/o
7E 5 8 11 5 2 29 24 5 - leyo
13 59 61 11 14 158 133 25
Grade Totals
13 A's - 9°/o 11 D's - 1%
59 B's -37% 14 u»s - 94$
61 C's - 38%
Approximately 84% passing; 164% failing
It will be seen from the above table that but one child fails in
7A, whereas 14 children fail in 7D. More children fail in 7D than in
the four other seventh grade classes together.
I
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Although a wide variation occurs among the five classes, the
greatest difference is between the two language divisions where there
should be, logically, the closest approach to uniformity. Here again
the actual variations are not among the children, but in the minds of
their judges, the teachers.
Table of Spanish Marks - Grade 7
January-February Mark3 1928
Class A«s B»s C's D»s E*s Total Passing Failing
#7A 6 4 11 8 3 32 21 11 - 33%
*7D 5 10 15 1 31 30 1 - 3%
11 14 26 8 4 63 51 12
There are but two classes in seventh grade Spanish. The teacher
fails 3% of her children in one class and 33% in the other class. She
explains that the variation is due to the attitude of the pupils towards
their work and not to lack of ability. What is the cause of the dif-
ference in attitude? Is it the influence of the home room teacher, of
the other teachers who have these pupils, or of a few children who may
have started wrong and have become antagonistic? Is it possibly lack of
co-operation between the home room teacher and the language teacher? Is
it a combination of circumstances? Whatever the cause, should there
be eleven failures in one division and only one failure in the other
division?
These are some of the problems a situation of this kind brings to
the front for discussion and solution.
Following the analysis of the marks of the various subjects
(pp.14 - 19. ) a comparison was made of the marks in the four major
subjects in each of the five divisions af the seventh grade and the
range of per cent of failures in the major subjects.
(
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Table of
Variations in Marks in Different Subjects and Per Cent Failing
Class A's B's C'3 D's E's Failing
9%
#7A Geography 2 12 9 9 56 %
12|%
24%
27%
7B Geography 3 14 9 6 1 21%
21%
33%
33%
7C Geography 3 9 15 3 2 15%
3%
3%
20%
13%
*7D Geography 2 9 13 7 66%
20%
68%
36%
7E Geography 7 9 6 4 2 28%
28%
16%
This table shows the variation of marks in each division and
the per cent failing in each subject.
7A, in Mathematics, for example, has only 2 failures (6^%) but
has 18 failures in geography (56%).
7B varies only 6% in the number of failures in each of the four
subjects, but the total number of pupils failing is larger than in 7A,
7C has a large number failing in English and Mathematics (33%)
but fewer in Geography and History. There is 307° variation in this
division.
A ' <aB. 3 R 1 a O 3 U a J2i 3
ringnsn rj1 Qy io 1X TX
Tiff r> "4" V"» £s vn rx +• -i /* a 1 1 P p
uc xdpxi p Q»7 Q
•tils oory 1<£ Its 4. n
Science 2 12 18
iingiisn A 1U 11 D oc.
ivia unemaoic s A o io O p.
u n O Qy aD TX
His uory cO Qy D 1
Science 2 7 25
jing j_ l sii 4.Tt 4. 7
MaT»neraaT}ic s oC D IO o O
^6 FH. ii *ZLo Q 1 Sij P
xii s x» ory D ii JL
Science 7 25 1
iuign sn i Qy 1ft co 1
MaT/nema uic s o o IO 1 O
u n p Qy
nis o ory o i n1U X£j O nu
5 c I enc e /i4t 10 11 U l
English 1 8 17 3
Mathematics 2 3 13 5 5
History 5 6 10 6 1
science 5 8 11 3 2
c
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*7D, another language division, shows great variation. In geog-
raphy 20 pupils (66%) fail, while only 4 pupils (13%) fail in Mathe-
matics. The variation here is 53%. The question naturally arises,
'•Why should there be these tremendous differences in 7A and 7D?"
7E shows 20 failing in English and 10 failing in Mathematics, with
6 and 7 failing in Geography and History respectively. 7E is an ac-
knowledged poor division but should there be this wide variation, and
should so many failures be necessary? Of course, there is this explana-
tion that brightens up the situation. The mark of "D" means unsatis-
factory work and not necessarily a complete failure, so that 7E instead
of having 43 failure marks, actually has 11 failure marks and 32 un-
satisfactory marks. This is not a good showing for teacher or pupil,
but it is endurable and perhaps more justifiable.
The following table gives the range of per cent of failures in
the major subjects of each division.
Range of Per Cent of Failures In Major Subjects
*7A 56% vs • 6t$% Variation of 49^%
7B 27% a 21% ti it 6%
7C 33% 3% n M 30%
*7D 66% u 13% tt It 53%
7E 68% u 28% u II 40%
Greatest variations occur in the language divisions.
The interesting and disturbing point to be considered here is
that the greatest variations are in the two language divisions where
logically they should be least.
A study of the high grade marks, A f s and B f s, shows equally
great variations. (See p. 21 )
Since these extremes did not seem to be due to the subjects
taught, nor to the pupils* abilities, as the variations occurred in
(
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the same subjects in different classes, and also in different sub-
jects in the same classes, a still further study was made of the marks;
this time of the failures by teachers. Perhaps this study should
have been made first, for the causes of the extreme variations were
quickly revealed, but the previous analyses were valuable in that the
tables had been made and studied and conclusions reached without per-
sonal bias.
The following table shows the failures by teachers in four major
subjects distributed as equitably as possible among the teachers who
taught them; and one minor subject, penmanship, taught in each case by
the home room teacher. (See p. 19).
Table of Failures by Teachers
D»s E's Total
Miss Bell
7G Geography 3 2 5
*7A History 4 4
*7D History 6 6
7C penmanship 1 1 2
Miss Blume
7E English 17 3 20
*7A Geography 9 9 18
*7D Geography 13 7 20
#7D Penmanship 7 7 14
Miss Howe
7C English 4 7 11
#7D Mathematics 1 3 4
7E History 6 1 7
7E Penmanship 9 3 3
Miss Glen
*7A English 2 1 3
*7D English 5 1 6
71 Geography 4 2 6
7B Penmanship 3 2 5
will be seen from this table that of 134 fai
17
72
25
20
134
the five seventh grades, 72, or more than one-half (54-%) can be
attributed to one teacher. By referring back to the table "Variations
<
2 4
in Marks in Different Subjects and Per uent Failing" (p. 21)) it will
"be seen that the extreme variation in subjects and classes, except in
one instance, is due to the hard marking of this one teacher. (See
page 23)
.
i
This holds true in the minor subject, penmanship, as well as in
the major subjects. (See p. 19 and p. £3.
A further proof of the extreme differences in standards or ap-
preciations of abilities, of efforts, is seen in the subjects of
music and drawing. Miss Blume, who has all of the 156 children in
music, fails 49, while Miss Browne 11, who has all of these children
in drawing, fails but three. (See pp. 17-18.)
When the last analysis had been made, the teachers of the seventh
and eighth grades were brought together to discuss the various tables
which had been placed on the boards. Previous to this, all the
teachers of the district had been shown the great differences among
the children in the same grades, in chronological age and mental age,
and inherent ability, as a result of the survey that had been made of
the District with their help. (A Special Study of the rupils Three
Years or More Over Age in A Boston School District, Revealed by Ap-
plying Age-Grade Standards - See. pp. 1-11 ). Knowing these differ-
ences in children, they should have been somewhat prepared for vari-
ations in their own ranks, but the analysis of their own marks was
really a revelation.
Each one could see her own ratings. The facts were before her.
V
The teacher who was responsible for the greatest number of failing
marks attempted several explanations, but in every instance, the analy-
sis showed that three or four other teachers had the same children
and invariably marked more liberally. The trouble was not with the
children. It was in the standards by which the children were judged.
i
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During the study of the teachers' estimates of the abilities
of the seventh and eighth grade pupils basedon their marks, these
questions were asked repeatedly: "Whose marks are right?" "Don't
you think a teacher ought to know what her own pupils can do?" "By
what standard shall we judge pupils?" "Who is to decide what is
passing grade?" "Shall we have the same standard for all pupils in
a grade?"
For the purpose of illustrating how teachers vary in their
opinions and of demonstrating the impossibility of ranking pupils
with any great degree of accuracy, even when the class is composed of
"picked" pupils, a study was made of a language division made up of
34 of the brightest pupils in etaa eighth grade, in the same district
where the previous study was conducted. (Pp. 12-24)
Although this was intended primarily, to be a study of the in-
dividual differences among a group of selected pupils, incidentally i
proved an equally good study of differences among teachers^and the re
suits made it difficult to determine whether the variation in ranking
was due to actual differences among the pupils or variations in the
teachers' judgments.
The following intensive bit of work also demonstrated the
reasons for the failure of many pupils. more clearly than either the
study of the over-age pupils (pp. 1-H or the comparison of pupils'
marks (pp .12-24), for it graphically showed that the variations in
when
standards and judgments of a few teacher s,/dea ling with a supposedly
homogeneous group
;
were almost as great as the variations among the
teachers dealing with all the pupils of a grade or of a district.
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III A Study of the Individual Differences of Thirty-Pour Pupils
in an Eighth Grade Class, Based on the Terman Tests and the
Estimates of Six Teachers
Six teachers in an eighth grade who had these thirty-four pu-
pils in different subjects, were asked to rate the pupils, indepen-
dently, in order of their ability. After this was done, the ranking
of each teacher was compared with the ranking as determined by the
intelligence tests. The results were shown in two ways:
(a) By a comparative table (p. 27)
(b) Graphically (pp. 29-34)
The table which follows gives nine different rankings of the
thirty-four pupils in this eighth grade class. In the first column
the rankings are based on the Intelligence Quotients in the Terman
tests. In the second column the rankings are based on the estimates
of the English teacher.
The third column shows ths History teacher's rankings.
The fourth column shows the Spanish teacher's rankings.
The fifth column shows the Mathematics teacher's rankings.
The sixth column shows the Science teacher's rankings.
The seventh column shows the Geography teacher's rankings.
The eighth column is the average of columns two to seven and
shows the rankings of the pupils as they would be if the six teachers
marks were averaged.
'ih.e ninth column shows the rankings based on the score in the
Terman Intelligence Tests.
r
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Table of Relative Rankings of Thirty-Four PupilsIEHSMSGAS
n i P ? i o I °o
Q g
?
a
h I g ? et n n 5 .
• • •
9
1X
.
nurice , noDepu 07C 1 A XO cjO OAc4 aO XX 1 o oncU
2. Coakley, John 28 34 30 33 29 24 31 33 30
3 Davis, Edward oo Qy O't O ORCO oncU 1 oXc io OO
4 • "Ononoe , *j onn o XU 1 QJ-v7 CO Oc XO PS XO
cO • neaiy, J onn OACrt on<iU 1 AJ.T 1XO Qo Qy XO
6 • Huss, Lesley 1 Kio OQcy o± OOCO OC c4
rr He DimsKy , vinceni; CD XO 1 A J. JL OP,c o Ol<c X OCJ PIC X P7c /
QO • Mcuonougii , rrancis COCC cD J- f 1 ftio PR OO X 17 1 7X i 1 7X I
o9. Murphy, Francis 11 1 A14 10 1 o1c Qo 10 1U Qo 11
-1 o10. Nazzaro, Clorino 1U cl lb 1U A4 I 11 1U
11. ohredda, All red oc oU d'i. 14 >2OoU OO<dy o/t24 oocy OC
12. Smith, Forrest ORCO 'Z 'ZOO 'Z. 'Z.OO "ZOOC 04 oU •2/104 'ZAo4 OQCO
13 . Wiuing, KoDert o oCC 1U Q on T /I14 14 14
14. Austin, Juliette 1 1 1 f 4 od 3 3 lo 5 O Tdo
15 Campbell, Rita 14 31 16 "Z 1ol 1 / 31 23 o o2o 26
16 • Clapp, Leah O'Zdo o od co O 11 O A4 lo
17. Connors, Gretchen d o oy A4 oC od 4 oc 5
18. Creehan, Ruth 2U d ( o o 15 16 O /G26 O T21 o "zCO T O19
19. Feeney, Mary oo29 32 o c o26 15 ort27 o o22 orr27 22
20. Fijal, Helen 18 24 O T21 8 27 12 29 20 do
21. Fogg, Alta 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
22. Freeman, Helen 8 7 6 5 6 7 2 3 3
vJl Cell, VlaUC 1IUC 12 11 5 24 23 q « 10JLV/ q
24. Harult, Margaret 21 23 3 25 7 5 3 7 12
25. Hoye, Agnes 13 18 29 19 21 32 33 31 2
26. Johnson, Florence 7 16 28 20 14 25 17 19 7
27. MacDonald, Mildred 16 28 20 29 18 17 18 24 8
28. Mason, Frances 3 13 7 34 33 23 15 22 15
29. McSheffry, Margaret 19 25 27 27 13 34 26 30 21
30. Pierce, Dorcas 30 26 8 21 22 10 25 18 31
31. Plett, Veronica 31 12 11 10 9 13 28 13 29
32. Shea, Helen 9 8 31 13 12 18 9 15 4
33. Sullivan, Beatrice 1 2 12 17 4 8 20 6 1
34. Wentworth, Edna 4 19 26 30 19 19 27 26 14
A C E E A M A
E
•
M
•
M
•
•
H
•
•
F
•
•
G
•
V
e
) A S K D R B r
The first column, headed I. Q. , gives the rank of each pupil based
on the Intelligence Quotient in the Terman Tests.
The next six columns, headed English, History, Spanish, Mathematics,
Science, and Geography, give the rank in each of the six subjects based on
the teachers' estimates. At the foot of each column are the initials of
the teacher who teaches the subject in that column.
The next column, headed "Average" gives the rank of the pupils based
on the average mark of the six teachers.
The last column at the right gives the rank of the pupils based on the
score in the Terman Tnlfi- Hgence Tests.
ii
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The graphs which follow are based on the rankings in the table
on p. 27 and were used for the purpose of bringing vividly to the at-
tention of each teacher the differences between the rank of the pupils
when judged by her estimate of their abilities and rank they would have
when judged by the Terman tests. The "score" was used as a basis of
comparison between the Terman tests and the teachers' estimates in-
stead of the I. Q. as the score seemed to be a standard that would
approach somewhat nearer the teachers' estimates than the I. Q.
Since considerable difference would naturally be expected be-
tween the teachers' estimates and the Terman test findings, a varia-
tion in rank not greater than 12 was arbitrarily considered normal,
and any variation in rank greater than 12 was considered extreme.
These limits are indicated on the graphs by two lines parallel to the
diagonal line which indicates the teachers' estimates of pupils'
abilities
.
The broken red lines represent the ranks of the pupils as de-
termined by the scores in the Terman tests.
On the graphs were written the names of all extreme variants
so that the teachers could see what pupils nseeded consideration and
also to see if the same names recurred in the different graphs. The
names of the extreme variants were then taken from the graphs and
listed so as to show the total number of pupils with marked differ-
ences and the number of times each pupil varied extremely from the
Terman score^and the subjects in which the variations occurred . Triis
summary is shown in the "Table of Extreme Variations" on p. 36.
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By checking up the extreme variations it was found that
23 of the 34 pupils in the class, according to the teachers' es-
timates, differed markedly from the rank they should have held
according to the intelligence tests. Of these 23 variants (see p. 36 )
7 were extreme in the opinion of only one teacher
" " "
n two teachers
h h ti
..
n ii three "
it H ii ii ii ii four i,Nj
u ii H ii it n five n "
A study of the last six recurrent variant's *- showed thfct the
high rank given by the teachers to three girls was due to certain
outstanding traits of character - faithfulness, honesty, good con-
duct, reliability, etc., that more than offset their lack of in-
herent ability. On the other hand, three other pupils, two girls
and one boy, were rated low by the teachers for certain shortages:
lack of application, evasion of work, superficiality, etc., al-
though possessing considerable nitive ability.
The fact that only 6 out of 23 pupils varied materially in
the minds of a majority of the teachers from the intelligence rat-
ing showed clearly differing standards of judgment, although, as
one teacher remarked, some children were better in one subject
than in another, and this fact might have been responsible for
much of the difference in rating.
8
2
3
3
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TABLE OP EXTREME VARIATIONS
based on teachers* estimates contrasted with Terrnan Group Test of
Mental Ability - Form A
S E H s M G T
n i p a e P
'
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i t n h g 1
1. Agnes Hoye
-/f >v 5
2. Leah Clapp
o
3. Veronica Plett 3t 5
4. Juliette Austin 4
5. Edward Davis M *>\" 4
6. Edna Wentworth
"W
** * 4
7. w 3
8. Mildred McDonald VT 3
9. Robert tfurke 2
10. Helen Shea 2
11. Dorcas PiPFfift 212. Helen Fijal
-X- # 2
13. John Donohoe 214. Beatrice Sullivan 215. Madeline Green 216. Prances Mason 2
17. Francis McDonough 1
18. Wesley Huss •X 119. Rita Campbell -£ 1
20. Clorino Nazzaro 121.
22.
Vincent Keblinsky
Alfred Shredda
-* 1
23. Margaret Harult #
1
1
10 9 10 15 7 5 56
ti™J?™ P Sils \fank varied extremely, in the Science teacher's es-imation, from the rank given by the Terrnan Tests. (Column 1)Nine pupils' rank varied extrmely, in the English teacher's estimation, from the rank given by the Terrnan Test!. (Coiu^S 2)len pupils' rank varied extremely, in the history teacher's estimation from the rank given by the Terrnan Tests! (Col^ 3)
estimaSon
11 K ? ed extremely, in the Spanish teacher'simati , from the rank given by the Terrnan Tests. (Column 4)
e.s. L\ S S;r h Vari1 extremely, in the Mathema™tetch-r estimation* from t e rank given by the Terrnan Tests. (Column 5)
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Six rupils
The table headed "Amount of Variation Between Ranks Given/by
Teachers and Ranks Based on Score in Terman Tests" (p. 38 ) shows
how much the teachers' estimates differed from the Terman Score in
these six extreme cases.
At the left are the names of the six pupils involved. The column
headed "Terman Test Rank" indicates the rank of each pupil based on
the "score" or the "I. Q." in the Terman Tests. The teacher of Eng-
lish used the tl.Q." as a basis for comparison instead of the "score"
so that in three instances both the I. Q. and score appear in the
table.
Except in the case of Edna rfentworth the difference between
the two is negligible, however, and does not materially affect the
results
.
The column headed 'Teachers ' Rank" indicates the ranks the dif-
ferent teachers gave to the six pupils in the subjects named.
The column headed "Variations" shows the difference between
the rank given each pupil by the teacher and the rank given the pupil
by the Terman tests.
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Six Pupils
Table of Amount of Variation Between Rank Given/by Teachers
And Rank Based on Score in Terman Tests.
Terman Test Rank Teachers t Rank Variatii
Score 2 History- 29 27
Score 2 Spanish 19 17
11 2 Math. 21 19
(i
2 Science 32 30
ii
2 Geog. 33 31
Leah Clapp I.Q. 23 English G. 1 ftJLO
Score 18 History 2 16
ii 18 Spanish 6 12
ii 18 Math. 5 13
it 1 flxo Geography 5 13
Veronica Plett I.Q. 31 English 12 19
Score 29 History 11 18
tt 29 Spanish 10 19
ti 2Q Math. 9 20
n 29 Science 13 16
Juliette Austin Score 23 History 4 19
it 23 Spanish 2 21
23 Math. 3 20
n 23 Science 3 20
Edward Davis I.Q. 33 English 9 24
Score 33 Spanish 3 30
it 33 Geog. 12 21
ii 33 Science 20 13
Edna Wentworth I.Q. 4 English 19 15
Score 14 History 26 12
ii 14 Spanish 30 16
ii 14 Geography 27 13
An examination of the above table will show that except in the
case of Edward Davis, the teachers' estimates of these six extreme
variants are not greatly different. Juliette Austin, ranked as 23rd
in the class by the Terman score, is put by four teachers very near
the head of her class; Leah Clapp also rates high in the teachers*
estimation, but is below the middle of the class accordin to the
Terman Tests.
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On the other hand, Agnes Hoye, judged next to the highest in
the class "by the Terman Tests, is ranked by five teachers in the lower
half of the class.
The result of this simple analysis of a single, homogeneous group
showed how difficult it was for teachers to agree upon the relative
standing of pupils in a class when comparing their rankings with rank-
ings based on an intelligence test.
The next step in this study was to demonstrate that the teachers
differed as much among themselves in their estimates of pupils' ranks
as their estimates differed from the Intelligence Ratings, and so a
comparative study of the teachers' rankings was made, without refer-
ence to the Terman Tests.
In order to test how closely the teachers' judgments agreed in
the ranking of this class, the average of the six teachers' estimates
was taken as a standard and each teacher's own ranking compared with
this average. (See "Table of Relative Rankings of Thirty-Pour Pupils"
p. 27 )
These differences are shown in the following graphs in which
each teacher's estimates of the relative rank of her pupils is com-
pared with the rank each pupil would have if the marks of the six
(See pp. 42-47)
teachers were averaged. / The diagonal line represents the average of
the six teachers' estimates of the pupils' abilities. The two lines
parallel to the diagonal indicate the limits of normal differences.
Any variation in rank greater ran 12 is considered "extreme." The
broken red line in the six charts represents each teacher's variation
in ranking from the average.
<&ily the extreme cases are considered in this study.
The differences between each teacher's ranking and the average
of the six teachers were found to be more marked in this comparison
-
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than in the one between the teachers' estimates and the intelli-
gence tests, for here, although only 18 children out of the 34 were
found extreme variants by one or more teachers, there was not so much
agreement in the selection of the variants. ( See "'-L'able of Relative
Rankings of Thirty-four rtipils", p. 27, and"Table of Extreme Varia-
tions tfased on The Average of Six Teachers' Estimates of Pupils'
Ranks Compared With Each Teacher's Individual Estimates of mpils'
Ranks," p. 41)
5 pupils were extreme variants in the opinion of the English
teacher, but 3 of these were considered extreme by the English
teacher only.
5 different pupils were extreme variants in the opinion of the
History teacher, but 3 of these were considered extreme by the
History teacher only.
7 different pupils were extreme variants in the opinion of
the Spanish teacher, but 4 of these were considered extreme by the
Spanish teacher only.
5 different pupils were extreme variants in the opinion of the
Mathematics teacher, but 3 of these were considered extreme by
the Mathematics teacher only.
2 different pupils were extreme variants in the opinion of the
Geography teacher only.
4 different pupils were extreme variants in the opinion of two
teachers only.
1 pupil was an extreme variant in the opinion of three teachers.
The Science teacher was the only teacher in whose opinion no
pupil varied markedly from normal. (See Graph, p. 42 )
With the exception of two pupils, the 18 variants in the second
comparison were found duplicated in the first comparison, showing that
the intelligence tests were as dependable in indicating certain abili-
ties or shortages as the teachers' estimates.
It was understood by the teachers that the use of one set of
intelligence tests for a basis of comparison was insufficient for ac-
curate measurement purposes and that no definite conclusions should be
drawn as a result of the study. Certain inferences could be drawn,
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however, and the basis laid for further and more detailed investi
gation of individual -differences
.
Table of Extreme Variations
Estimates of pupil's Ranks
dual Estimate of the mpil'
Based on the
Compared with
s Ranks
.
Average of Six
Each Teacher's
Teacher
Indivi
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1. Edward Davis •2o
2. Madeleine Green 2
3. Margaret Harult \/#% oc,
4. Agnes Hoye w oc
5
.
Frances Mason ofj
6. John Donohoe TX
7. Francis McDonough W TJ.
8. Juliette Austin •A- 1
9. Rita Campbell # 1
10. Clorindo Nazzaro 1
11. Helen Shea TV TJL
12. Helen Fijal -A- 1
13. Alfred Shredda 1
14. Mary Feeney 1
15. Margaret McSheffry 1
16. Robert Burke 1
17. Beatrice Sullivan /V 1
18. Veronica rlett 1
5 5 7 5 2 24
The stars (-*) opposite the names of the 18 pupils in this table
indicate the number of instances in which their teachers' rank-
ings vary markedly from the rankings they would have if the rat-
ings of the six teachers were averaged. The stars (-») also in-
dicate the subjects in which extreme variation from the average
occurs
•
according to the Science Teacher's ratings, no pupil varied
materially from the average rating of the six teachers. (Column 1Sci.; also see graph, p. 42 )
5 pupils' ranks varied extremely from the average, compared with
the English teacher's ratings. (Column 2, Eng.; also see Graph, p. 43)
5 pupils' ranks varied extremely from the average, compared with
the History teacher's ratings. (Column 3, Hist.; also see Graph, p. 44)
7 pupils' ranks varied extremely from the average, compared with
the Spanish teacher's ratings. (Column 4, Span.; also see Graph, p. 4)5
5 pupils' ranis varied extremely from the average, compared with
the Mathematics teacher's ratings .( Column 5, Math.;also see Graph p 45)2 pupils' ranks varied extremely from the average, compared withthe Geography teacher's ratings. (Column 6, Geog.; also see Graph, p 47,
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In the "Table of Extreme Variations Based on the Average
of Six Teachers' Estimates of rupils 1 Rank Compared with Each
Teacher's individual Estimate cf rupils ' Ranks" (p .41 ; there are
listed the eighteen children concerning whom the teachers disagreed.
A study of this table will show that only in the case of Edward
Davis are more than two teachers in agreement as to the pupils that
should be considered extreme, and that out of the 18 extreme cases,
13 pupils are named only once*
One of the most interesting developments connected with the
study of the ratings by the six teachers of this class was the dif-
ference in rank assigned to each pupil.
Numbering the pupils from 1 to 34 in alphabetical order and
comparing ranks, there were found to be marked contrasts in teachers'
estimates. In the following analysis the first column indicates the
pupil's number, the second column the highest rank given the pupil by
a teacher, the third column the lowest rank given, and the fourth
column the variation between the extremes*
No. of Highest Lowest Varial
Pupil Rank Rank
1 4 24 20
2 29 34 5
3 3 34 31
4 10 33 23
5 7 20 13
6 22 32 10
7 11 32 21
8 6 25 19
9 8 14 6
10 4 23 19
11 14 30 16
12 30 34 4
13 9 22 13
14 2 17 15
15 16 31 15
17 2 9 7
18 15 27 12
19 15 32 17
20 8 29 21
I
No. of Highest Lowe 3
1
Vfl r* *? ft "h 1 onV dX 1CI vll
mpil Rank rtank
21 1 1
2 7 5
P"^ 24 19
OA
<c4 O PR PP
25 lb OO 1 RJ.O
26 T A OP ±*±
fir*27 T ry17 1 P
I P7
29 13 34 21
30 8 26 18
31 9 28 19
32 8 31 23
33 2 20 18
34 19 30 11
If this class should be divided into thirds according to rank,
14 pupils would be put into the first third of the class by some
teachers and into the last third by other teachers.
Three would be definitely placed in the lowest third by all
the teachers, and four in the highest third of the class. Of the
remaining 13, four would be placed by some teachers in the first
third and by others in the middle third bf the class; and nine would
be placed in the middle third by some and in the lowest third of the
class by others.
This analysis of a selected group of pupils showed the teachers
that the rating of a pupil in any one subject had no great signifi-
cance and that when six or more ratings were given by as many teach-
ers, it would still be impossible to estimate with any great degree
of accuracy his relative position in the group.
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It is rather difficult to state with any degree of cer-
tainty just what effect a series of studies like the foregoing
would have upon a group of teachers. Certainly the study of the
differences in the chronological and mental ages of the pupils
in the school district should convince all of the teachers that
these variations in age limits within a grade are much greater
than they suspect and should make them realize more fully than
before the careful consideration that must be given to all age
differentiations in order to deal justly with pupils.
The systematic development of these simple studies begin-
ning with the age differentiations of a whole district and end-
ing with a comparison of abilities in a group of selected pupils
should bring forcibly to the attention of many teachers the
fact that often they misinterpret lack of ability in one line as
general disability and consider special talent along some line as
a sign of general intelligence.
The investigations of special cases, whether in the field of
over-ageness or in poor class rankings, frequently reveal
the teachers' ignorance of the causes of the children's slowness
or failures and lead to a more careful consideration of the life
history, home conditions, and out-of-school environment of their
pupils
.
The tremendous variations that teachers find in their own
estimates of pupils 1 abilities, when not subjected to some con-
trol like the intelligence tests, would seem a convincing proof
that too much dependence or emphasis should not be put upon marks
that exist
or set standards as laid down in courses of studies, or /in the
minds of the teachers themselves.

'•'his study, while admittedly not complete, seems to
indicate the possibility of working with teachers individually
and in groups on such problems as have been briefly described
and of convincing them of the desirability of making such in-
vestigations.
I1
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